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Obituaries

UNORTHODOX: Vladimir Kabo studied Aboriginal artefacts collected by Alexander Yashchenko in 1903.

VLADIMIR KABO
Born February 7, 1925;
died June 4, 2009

Russian delved into Aboriginal society

V ladimir Kabo was born into a family
which belonged to the Russian-
Jewish intelligentsia. His father,
Rafail Kabo, a member of the

generation of Russian Jews who saw the
revolutionary movement as a way of
assimilation into the wider Russian culture,
was secretary of the Moscow Menshevik
organisation in 1917.

On leaving school in 1943, Kabo joined
the army and was decorated for combat
service in the battles for Berlin and Prague.
During World War II, he was to discover the
depth of anti-Semitism in Russian society,
and even attempted to change his Jewish
name to a Russian one.

After the war, Kabo entered Moscow State
University as a student in the department of
history. His growing non-conformism
became apparent during Stalin’s anti-
Semitic campaign of the late 1940s, when

Kabo was the only student who had the
courage to speak out in defence of his
Jewish professor.

In 1949, he was arrested and accused of
being part of a mythical anti-Soviet
underground organisation. After a year in
various prisons, Kabo was sent to a labour
camp in the Gulag. His time in the camp
defined the focus of his later life: here he
developed his interest in ‘‘archaic society’’.
Studying the social structure of the
community of professional thieves, the
main category of inmates in his camp, Kabo
came to the view that its rigid hierarchy
reflected archaic social forms which
underlay any society. The same archaic
social structures, with a sharp division
between those who were accepted and the
‘‘enemies’’ who were not, could be found in
Soviet society. Kabo’s ‘‘The Structure of the
Soviet Concentration Camp and Archetypes
of Consciousness’’ was published in
Canberra Anthropology in 1991.

After his release from the camp in 1954,
Kabo resumed his studies at Moscow
University. He embarked on a study of the
collection of Aboriginal artefacts brought
back by Alexander Yashchenko from his
expedition to Australia in 1903. Kabo

continued this study while employed at the
Leningrad division of the Institute of
Ethnography of the Academy of Sciences.

His study of Australian Aborigines as an
example of enduring archaic society
brought him to a conclusion contrary to
Marxist orthodoxy. According to Engels, all
mankind progressed from the stage of a
matriarchal clan to that of a patriarchal
clan, but Aborigines seemed to lack the
attributes of a matriarchal clan-based
society. To uphold Marxist orthodoxy, some
Soviet ethnologists claimed the patriarchal
social group developed among Aborigines
only under the influence of European
colonisation. Kabo discredited this view in
his 1969 book on The Origins and Early
History of the Australian Aborigines. He
further developed his vision of an archaic,
community-based society in his
Tasmanians and the Tasmanian Problem
(1975). He also investigated the social
structure and economy of hunter-gathering
societies in his book The Primitive
Preagricultural Community (1986).

One of the disappointments of Kabo’s life
was the impossibility of undertaking field
work in Australia: Soviet expeditions were
extremely rare and when one was arranged,

in 1970, he was not included, apparently
vetoed by the KGB. Instead, he undertook
field work in the Soviet Far East, on
Sakhalin, studying local hunter-gatherers.

In 1983 Kabo married Elena Govor, who
shared his passion for Australia. From the
1960s, Kabo was in contact with leading
Australian anthropologists, such as
Canberra’s John Mulvaney. In 1990 Kabo
received a research grant from the
Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Studies to come to Australia.
Thus Kabo and his wife at last arrived in
Australia. They settled in Canberra, where
their son, Raphael, was born in 1992.

In Canberra, Kabo wrote his memoirs The
Road to Australia (English edition with
afterword by Rhys Jones, 1998). In the years
that followed he published his new
comparative study, The Wandjina and the
Icon: Australian Aboriginal Art and Russian
Icon Painting (2002), a book of
philosophical essays, The Eternal Present
(2006) and his major work, The Circle and
the Cross: the Reflections of an Ethnologist
on the Origins of Spirituality (2007). His last
essay, ‘‘Ethnic Christianity as a historical-
ethnological problem’’ was completed in
January this year. Dr Anna Taitslin

University logic professor
led Liberation League
ROBERT K. MEYER
Born May 27 1932;
died May 6, 2009

Robert Kenneth ‘‘Bob’’ Meyer, a major
contributor to the field of non-classical logics,
and a central figure on the Australasian logical
scene, died recently in Canberra at the age of
76, after a long struggle with cancer. Until his
retirement as professor in 1998, Meyer spent
more than 20 years at the Australian National
University, first in philosophy at the Research
School of Social Sciences, and latterly in the
automated reasoning project, of which he was
a founder.

Meyer was born in Philadelphia.
He received a Bachelor of Divinity at

Princeton Theological Seminary in 1956. After
studying Japanese in Kyoto, he served as a
missionary at the Christian Institute of
Industrial Relations in Osaka from 1959 to
1962. Experiencing increasing religious
doubts, he enrolled as a graduate student in
philosophy at the University of Pittsburgh,
receiving a PhD in 1966 under the supervision
of Nuel Belnap.

From 1965 to 1974, he taught in philosophy
departments at West Virginia University, Rice
University, Bryn Mawr College, Indiana

University, and the universities of Toronto
and Pittsburgh. From 1974 until his retirement
in 1998, he was at the Australian National
University. Meyer served as the president of
the Australasian Association for Logic in 1982
and was elected a fellow of the Australian
Academy of the Humanities in the same year.

Meyer was famous for his work in relevant
logic and entailment. His best known work in
the area is his series of papers with Richard
Routley, expounding the relational semantics
for relevance logics and proving many results.

Meyer’s brilliance as a logician and his
infectious enthusiasm stimulated the growth
of the Australian school of logic. In the 1980s,
the research group surrounding him
pioneered the use of computers in
investigating logical problems. This group
formed the nucleus of the automated
reasoning project, which later morphed into
the logic and computation group at the ANU.

Meyer was also noted for his wit and
humour. From 1969 onwards, he was the
maximum leader of the Logicians Liberation
League. Remarkable also is his contribution to
rational theology, God Exists! (published in
Noûs in 1987), in which he proves that God’s
existence is equivalent to the axiom of choice.
Bob is remembered fondly by his family and
his many friends and colleagues as an
extraordinary logician and a wonderful
human being.

Alasdair Urquhart

Actor never escaped the
long shadow of his father
JODY (JOEL DEE) MCCREA
Born September 6, 1934;
died April 4, 2009

CAREER: JodyMcCrea
wanted to be a rancher.

The actor Joel McCrea and his son Jody were
both tall, well-built and ruggedly handsome.
But Jody, who has died of a heart attack aged
74, found it difficult to fill his famous father’s
shoes.

Joel McCrea had a long and varied acting
career, working with many of Hollywood’s
leading directors. Jody’s career, during which
he made many westerns in the shadow of his
father, was more limited, though he came into
his own in six of the seven Beach Party movies
in the 1960s.

Almost all of the series, made for the youth
market, starred Frankie Avalon and Annette
Funicello, with slow-drawling McCrea in the
supporting cast. The plots usually involved a
group of young, scantily clad surfers
defending their right to continue their love-ins
and gyrations to surf music without
interference from killjoy ‘‘squares’’.

McCrea played a character variously called
Deadhead, Big Lunk and Bonehead, who
could always be counted on to say something
idiotic. ‘‘It took me four pictures to figure it
out. The kids liked Deadhead because they felt
superior to me, to him,’’ McCrea said many
years later.

Jody was born and brought up in Los
Angeles, where he was surrounded by
showbusiness friends of his father and
mother, Frances Dee, a star in the 1930s and
’40s. His ambition was to become a rancher
like his father, rather than follow him into
films. Nevertheless, he studied drama at the
University of California before making his
official screen debut as a soldier in The First
Texan (1956), starring Joel as Sam Houston.
Two more westerns with his father followed,
Trooper Hook and Gunsight Ridge (both 1957),
in which he was hardly noticeable.

He was more
visible in William
Wellman’s Lafayette
Escadrille as a
young World War I
flying ace in a team
with Tab Hunter
and Clint Eastwood,
and as a bully in the
heated, small-town
drama The Restless
Years (both 1958).
On television, he
played deputy to his
father’s town

marshal in Wichita Town (1959). It lasted for
only four episodes. Thereafter, he started
making a career for himself. But inter-
generational comparisons were unavoidable,
especially in Young Guns of Texas (1962),
which cast Jody McCrea with two other
Hollywood juniors who failed to make a mark
on acting, James Mitchum (son of Robert) and
Alana Ladd (daughter of Alan).

Then Beach Party (1963) came to the rescue.
Directed by William Asher, it concerned an
anthropology professor, Robert Cummings,
studying the ‘‘mating habits’’ of the teenage
denizens of Malibu beach. In the next two
years, there followed Muscle Beach Party,
Bikini Beach, Pajama Party, Beach Blanket
Bingo and How to Stuff a Wild Bikini.

Though his dim-witted beach bum
character was gradually given some love
scenes, McCrea was pleased to abandon the
series’ typecasting by making two biker
pictures, The Girls from Thunder Strip (1966)
and The Glory Stompers (1968), the latter
featuring him and Dennis Hopper as heads of
rival motorcycle gangs.

His final film was the substandard western
Cry Blood, Apache (1970), in which his father
played a cameo. He retired from acting the
same year, when he married Dusty Iron Wing,
a native American woman. They ran a ranch in
Hondo, New Mexico. She died in 1996. Two
younger brothers and two stepchildren
survive him. Ronald Bergan/Guardian


